VBS Export
TerraTools Plug-in
About VBS Export

TerraSim is the technology leader for simulation environment generation
and continually enhances its support for Virtual Battlespace (VBS). VBS is
the leading serious game runtime for defense modeling, simulation, tactical
training, and mission rehearsal. We offer the most advanced VBS terrain
export thanks to our cooperation with VBS developers. The TerraTools VBS
Export Plug-in exports high-fidelity geo-specific environments for use across
VBS products including VBS2, VBS3, and VBS IG.

Export VBS Support

▷▷Export terrain for VBS2, VBS3, and VBS IG applications
▷▷Built-in terrain packing during export
▷▷Export environments for VBS with a wide range of correlated visual,
constructive, and serious game runtimes including JCATS, JSAF, OneSAF,
Unity, and more

Large-scale Multimap Environment

Large-area VBS Terrain Generation

▷▷Automate the generation of massive VBS multimap environments with
the TerraTools Batch Mode Manager plug-in
▷▷Using the Distributed Processing plug-in for Batch Mode Manager,
terrain production times can be reduced by 2-3 times on typical
workstations. Time savings can be far greater on high performance
systems or when scaled up across clients on a network

VBS Surface Mask

▷▷Create surface masks in TerraTools to determine trafficability, scatter
ground clutter, and place biotopes within the VBS environment
▷▷Use MaterialMAP to produce a high fidelity surface mask that more
accurately matches the satellite imagery used on the VBS terrain surface

Extended Surfaces with Ground Clutter

Placed Models

▷▷Create and place space-filled geotypical buildings
▷▷Use Building Designer to create geo-specific, enterable P3D building
models with collisions, animations, shadows, and multiple states of
destruction
▷▷Use trench centerline data to rapidly and automatically place TerraTools
3D trench models
▷▷Automatically prepare P3D models for improved thermal imaging
appearance within the runtime

About TerraSim

TerraSim, a Bohemia Interactive Simulations company, is a leading
technology company that specializes in the development of advanced
software solutions to automate terrain generation and geospatial source
data preparation. Our products are designed to be flexible, scalable,
and compatible by continuing to support the widest range of visual,
constructive, and serious game runtimes in the military simulation
and training industry. Our business model encompasses the sale and
support of commercial off-the-shelf software, geospatial source data
preparation and terrain generation services, and advanced research and
development.
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